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SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS 

 This report presents preferred options for the realignment and/or redevelopment of tracks in 

Jaffa Vale (the area between Dixons Kingdom and east end of Lake Ball), including access both 

to and from a proposed new campsite 350 metres southwest of the existing informal camping 

area in the vicinity of the historic Dixons Kingdom hut. The tracks and campsite are part of a 

package of measures recommended by the 2013 Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan. 

 Preferred routes for a 375 metre T1 track from the existing main access track to the proposed 

new campsite location, a 425 metre T1 track from the new campsite location to Dixons 

Kingdom hut (and the Mt Jerusalem track), and a 1,690 metre T2 track from the new campsite 

south to Lake Ball have been delineated. 

 The latter track resolves the issues of track proliferation and inconsistent classification in Jaffa 

Vale that have been a long standing concern. However, the proposed track route links with the 

existing track above the northern shore of Lake Ball which is currently classified T3 and is rough 

in places. While the Recreation Zone Plan recommends reclassifying this track as T2 and 

undertaking appropriate works to ensure compliance, such works are not scheduled as part of 

this project. There is a need to ensure consistency in standards if the envisaged walking 

experience is to be promoted. 

 The study area contains vegetation communities or species that are trampling sensitive and/or 

of high conservation value. Minimising the impact of track construction and use on these may 

require further tweaking of proposed track alignments or micro-siting of infrastructure during 

construction. 

 The T1 tracks should be more or less extensively or completely hardened, for consistency with 

the existing main access track and to clearly define a preferred route and discourage off-track 

trampling in the campsite precinct. 

 It is envisaged that a natural (unimproved) tread surface would be sufficiently resilient on more 

than half of the recommended routes (1358 metres), although some clearing of local vegetation 

and/or surface modification like rearrangement of on-site rocks or boulders will be necessary 

over 376 metres to clearly define an attractive route. Waterbars to control drainage will be 

required on at least an additional 127 metres. 

 FRP decking and minor boardwalk will be required on total of 588 metres where a slightly 

elevated surface is necessary to protect sensitive vegetation from trampling impacts and to 

span wet areas, preferably utilising fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) decking. Up to 309 additional 

metres of FRP may be required if rock is sufficient rock is unavailable or unacceptable (see 

below). 

 Rock paving (or maybe localised pitching) is recommended on at least 173 metres of track, and 

up to 309 additional metres if material is available. This technique has been extensively used on 

the existing main access track. Its aesthetic and low maintenance advantages are readily 

apparent there. Furthermore, the use of rock paving where possible on the new proposed 

tracks would enhance a consistency of style for tracks in the area. 

 Tweaking of the route choices described herein may be necessary at the final design or RAA 

stage of the project due to the findings of detailed natural values and other surveys. 
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 All the proposed routes were clearly delineated on-ground with pink flagging tape on 26-28 

February 2019. These tapes are readily apparent to all and it is likely they will be utilised by 

walkers as track markers, establishing the proposed routes like it or not. Hence, a speedy 

decision on final routes and construction is desirable. 

 Signage and other directional infrastructure will be required to inform and promote the 

changed recreational arrangements and some suggestions are contained herein. 

 Educational messages to support the management and route changes are highly desirable on 

site, in the trailhead registration booth and (crucially) in pre-visit information sources (PWS 

website, guidebooks, etc). However, the Recreation Zone Plan envisages a much more 

comprehensive and wide-ranging education strategy which should ideally be implemented at 

the same time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Walls of Jerusalem is a majestic place in the heart of Tasmania’s wild alpine country. It is the 

second-most popular backcountry walking destination in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage 

Area (TWWHA) and is a favoured area for beginner to intermediate walkers. The area of greatest 

visitation, the 3,283 hectare Recreation Zone, is coincident with very high conservation values. It is a 

very scenic area which has, to date, remained relatively pristine despite high use. It is also an ecological 

refugia in light of potential climate change. 

A non-statutory plan for the Recreation Zone has been developed, with considerable stakeholder 

engagement, and finalised in 2013. The Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan describes the areas 

values, use and impacts, and proposes an extensive package of management strategies to manage 

intensive use and impacts, aiming to protect both the area’s high conservation values and the visitors’ 
experience. 

Appendix 1 of this report lists the recommendations or prescriptions of the Recreation Zone Plan 

relevant to walking tracks and camping in the Dixons Kingdom area which hence provide the context for 

this study. 

Specifically, the task that is the subject of this report involved developing a walking track 

alignment/redevelopment report for Jaffa Vale (the area between Dixons Kingdom and east end of Lake 

Ball), including access both to and from a proposed new campsite somewhat south of the existing 

informal camping area in the vicinity of the historic hut. Fieldwork was undertaken on 26-28 February 

2019. 

This report describes the most feasible locations or routes for permanent T1 and T2 tracks associated 

with a formal redeveloped new campsite southwest of Dixons Kingdom. This includes both access and 

egress routes to/from the campsite from the north (from the existing main access track from Damascus 

Gate to Dixons Kingdom) and a resilient and permanent route south from the new campsite to Lake 

Ball, linking with the onward track to Lake Adelaide (i.e. an upgrade and relocation of the current PWS 

Class T4 “track”). It is understood PWS will provide this report to future construction contractors as a 

guiding document for constructing or upgrading these tracks. 

To this end, this report contains: 

 Detailed map(s) indicating the preferred new or realigned T2 track route between Dixons 

Kingdom and Lake Ball (east side) via Jaffa Vale. 

 Detailed map(s) indicating the preferred route for T1 walking tracks linking the existing Walls of 

Jerusalem Track to the proposed new location of Dixons Kingdom campsite. 

 Justification for the proposed locations of the aforementioned T1 and T2 walking track routes. 

 A breakdown of track sections based on recommended track surfacing techniques (e.g. double 

planking, rock paving, natural earth sections, etc), including approximate total metre lengths of 

each such section. 

 A table displaying cumulative metres of the different proposed track surfaces or construction 

techniques, to assist with costing and material purchasing. 

 An indication of suggested locations for appropriate directional signage and track markers. 

Some informal discussions with other project contractors have been undertaken during the preparation 

of this report, in particular Andrew North (North Barker Ecosystem Services) regarding trampling-

sensitive and/or high conservation value vegetation communities. While I have been mindful of these 

issues when undertaking fieldwork, it is likely that at least some spatial tweaking of recommended track 
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routes will be necessary when attempting to reconcile inputs from all contractors’ reports, and prior to 

any construction. 

EXISTING TRACKS and INFRASTRUCTURE 

The main access track into the Walls of Jerusalem traverses the Dixons Kingdom Pencil pine forest from 

Damascus Gate to the historic Dixons Kingdom hut (emergency shelter only; not for overnight 

accommodation). It has a PWS track class of T1 (see Appendix 1). Hardening of this tracks, using locally-

sourced rock paving and treated pine parallel planking techniques and mostly following the established 

impacted route, was undertaken during the 1990s (photos below). 

Photos 1 & 2. Track hardening on the descent to Dixons Kingdom from Damascus Gate, constructed in the 1990s. 

A T2 track to Mt Jerusalem starts at the old hut and heads north to Jaffa Gate. This section is 

extensively hardened with parallel planking. 

A well-known and used route exists south from Dixons Kingdom hut to Lake Ball, linking with the T3 

track above the lake’s northern shoreline. This ’track’ is unimproved and unmarked, traverses a mixture 
or resilient and sensitive vegetation communities, with trampling-related pad (incipient track) and track 

development occurring on multiple routes over several decades. 

Camping has been undertaken in and around the Pencil pine forest and on adjacent grassland near the 

old hut for many decades and many related impacts are evident (see below). No infrastructure or 

facilities are provided apart from a toilet, installed as a temporary measure in 2013. 

TRACK and TRAMPLING-RELATED ISSUES 

Annual visitation to the Walls of Jerusalem is now thought to be around 7000, including day visitors (D. 

Johansson, pers. comm.), a further significant increase since the 2013 Recreation Zone Plan was 

drafted. 

The Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan (2013) highlights a number of issues related to walker use 

and relevant to this report: 

 Some vegetation communities occurring within the Walls of Jerusalem area are known to be 

sensitive to trampling impacts (see below) and hence the risk of concentrated trampling leading 
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to significant environmental damage and unplanned tracks developing is high, and strategies to 

manage this demand and minimise environmental impacts need to be implemented. 

 The open terrain of the Walls of Jerusalem area readily facilitates off-track walking and pad 

development (incipient tracks) occur on some routes. In addition to environmental and 

experiential impacts, unplanned expansion of the walking track network adds to the current 

pressure on the PWS in managing track degradation and associated environmental impacts. 

 While there has been extensive hardening on the main track through the Central Walls area to 

Dixons Kingdom and towards Mt Jerusalem, localised problems exist elsewhere on the track 

network and some sections have surpassed the limits prescribed by their classification (see 

Appendix 1 for PWS track classification scheme). 

 A significant inconsistency in the classification of the track network within the Recreation Zone, 

largely as a result of how use has evolved over the past 25 years, is the link between Dixons 

Kingdom and Lake Ball. This section was originally (early 1990s) classified as a Route, then 

subsequently a T4 track corridor, with the 1994 TWWHA Track Strategy recommending a track 

on this route be marked and stabilised. No such action has yet been taken and multiple pads or 

track sections now exist (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Existing walking track/route 
braiding in Jaffa Vale 

The Recreation Zone Plan (p.19-22) describes the various environmental impacts associated with 

walking and camping use of the Dixons Kingdom – Jaffa Vale area, and other parts of the Walls of 

Jerusalem area. This is based on observations from the now-defunct PWS backcountry monitoring 

program undertaken from 1994-2012. Given increasing visitor numbers and casual observations, there 

is no reason to think that such impacts have and are not increasing further. Such impacts include 

erosion, widening and braiding on non-hardened sections of walking tracks and routes; vegetation 

damage at campsites including trampling, soil exposure and ultimately erosion; and illegal campfire 

use1. These issues are a particular concern at Dixons Kingdom given the very high conservation value of 

this iconic site. 

The area of the proposed new Dixons Kingdom campsite is located 350 metres southwest of the old 

hut, beyond he main Pencil pine forest (see Figure 2 and below) and near a small tarn (see cover photo 

1 Campfire use was dramatically reduced during the 1990s by an integrated combination of education and track 

rangers. An escalation in campfire use in the Walls of Jerusalem during 2004-2012 was noted in the 2013 

Recreation Zone Plan and is such a major concern in this fire sensitive area that the 2016 TWWHA Management 

Plan specifically prescribes addressing it. Despite this, the problem persists without any effective education or 

management presence to address it. During the 2 days of fieldwork for this study, three new campfire sites amongst 

the Pencil pines at Dixons Kingdom were observed. 
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and Photo 4, below). The National Parks and Wildlife Advisory Council visited the Walls of Jerusalem 

during finalisation of the Recreation Zone Plan in 2013 and recommended a site generally within this 

area. Scattered Pencil pines surround generally-resilient open areas at the site (Photo 3) which may be 

used by occasional walkers for informal off-track camping but there is currently no physical impact or 

evidence of this. 

Photos 3 (left) & 4 (right). Precinct of the proposed new Dixons Kingdom campsite. 

Figure 2. Location of proposed 
new campsite (pink ellipse) south 
of Dixons Kingdom (note proposed 
new track routes shown are 
indicative pre-inspection routes 
and NOT those recommended in 
this report). 

TRAMPLING SENSITIVITY and WALKING TRACK STABILITY 

The alpine environment of the Central Highlands is generally more robust to trampling impacts than 

that of southwest Tasmania (Whinam & Chilcott 1999, 2003) 2. Grasses are notably more resistant to 

trampling impacts than shrubs and herbaceous species. However, Whinam and Chilcott (1999) 

demonstrated that walkers do cause vegetation damage, and reduction in the ground surface profile 

(and potentially therefore erosion) that lasts at least 12 months in shrubland and grassland at, or 

below, the highest trampling levels included in their study (500–700 passes) in flat terrain in the 

Tasmanian Central Plateau highlands. A surprising result was that, while data was limited, it appeared 

that fen was also (along with grassland) more resistant to trampling than the shrubland. In summary, 

2 
Whinam, J. and Chilcott, N. (1999). Impacts of trampling on alpine vegetation in central Tasmania. Jour. 

Environmental Management 57: 205-220. 

Whinam, J. and Chilcott, N. (2003). Impacts after four years of experimental trampling on alpine/subalpine 

environments in western Tasmania. Jour. Environmental Management 67, 339-351. 
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some environmental settings are notably more sensitive than others, and trampling thresholds have 

clearly been exceeded in some parts of the Walls of Jerusalem area. 

Analysis of long-term data from unimproved walking tracks across the TWWHA has provided a detailed 

understanding of the factors associated with walking track stability - essentially low gradients, good 

drainage, and stony or rooty substrates (Dixon et al 2004, Hawes et al 2013)3. 

TASVEG 3.0 is a digital map of Tasmania's vegetation depicting the extent of more than 150 vegetation 

communities. At the scale of this study, TASVEG (Figure 3) cannot be relied upon to be accurate or 

sufficiently detailed. For example, the area mapped as GPH in Figure 3 is far from homogeneous with 

variable drainage and many grassy or heathy sub-areas. 

Figure 3. TASVEG communities in the Jaffa Vale – 
Lake Ball area. 

GPH - Highland Poa grassland 

RPP - Athrotaxis cupressoides rainforest 

HHE – Eastern alpine heathland 

MSP – Sphagnum peatland 

MGH - Highland grassy sedgeland 

DCO-Eucalyptus coccifera forest and woodland 

Photos 5 & 6. Pencil pine rainforest (left) and Sphagnum peatland (right) communities in Jaffa Vale. 

3 Dixon, G., Hawes, M. and McPherson, G. (2004). Monitoring and modelling walking track impacts in the 

Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Australia. Jour. Environmental Management 71: 305-320. 

Hawes, M., Dixon, G. and Ling, R. (2013). A GIS-based model for predicting walking track stability. Jour. 

Environmental Management 115: 295-299. 
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A survey of natural values, including sensitive vegetation, is being undertaken as part of this project by 

Andrew North (North Barker Ecosystem Services) and he has provided some preliminary advice 

regarding trampling-sensitive or high conservation value vegetation in the study area: 

 Any vegetation supporting Pencil pines or other conifers is sensitive, this being a key reason for 

moving the camping area at Dixons Kingdom. 

 The key area of concern is vegetation that may qualify as the EPBC Ecological community -

Sphagnum bogs and associated fens. This can include areas dominated by sphagnum (TASVEG 

ASP- ex MSP), but also extends to waterlogged vegetation and mires that may be classified into 

other TASVEG mapping units including parts of HSE, MBE, MBP and MGH. Many low lying valley 

floors in include a complex mosaic of buttongrass, Poa grassland, alpine Blechnum fernland, 

cushion moorland and sphagnum peatland. Sphagnum is dispersed throughout the study area 

but often only forms a prominent component in some relatively localised patches. 

All the above has been considered during investigative fieldwork that has led to the delineation of the 

new or realigned formal track routes recommended herein. Also, where existing trampled pads or 

tracks exist and have demonstrated a degree of resilience, these were utilised for the proposed route 

where this was spatially practical (although surfacing of some has been recommended to ensure long 

term resilience). 
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RECOMMENDED WALKING TRACK ROUTES 

As noted previously, the 2013 Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan recommends the establishment 

of a new formal campsite at Dixons Kingdom. It is envisaged that infrastructure akin to that at Wild Dog 

Creek will be constructed here. The preferred location of this campsite has been subsequently defined, 

(approximately 350 metres 

southwest of Dixons Kingdom hut 

and near a small tarn; see Figure 2). 

This new campsite location is 

necessarily the node around which 

all the proposed track routes below 

focus around. 

All the following proposed routes 

were clearly delineated on-ground 

with pink flagging tape on 26-28 

February 2019. These tapes are 

readily apparent to all and it is 

likely they will be utilised by 

walkers as track markers, 

establishing the proposed routes 

like it or not. Hence, a speedy 

decision on final routes and 

construction is desirable. 

The track routes proposed here do 

not include any within the 

proposed campsite precinct, design 

of that that being part of a separate 

consultant’s exercise. Such tracks 
will include intra-site tracks as well 

as a water access route to the 

nearby tarn and should be 

completely hardened given their 

likely intensive use. 

Figure 4. Location of all track routes 

investigated in detail during this 

study (purple lines), including those not subsequently recommended below. 

Routes from existing Dixons Kingdom access track to the proposed new campsite 
location 

The proposed new campsite is not located near existing tracks so a new access route to it is required, 

which should then form part of a simple and minimally-expanded track network in the area. The PWS 

track classification (Appendix 1) of the existing track to the area used for informal camping at Dixons 

Kingdom is T1. It is logical that this new access track linking this main access route to the new formal 

campsite be similarly classified, and this is consistent with recommendations in the Recreation Zone 

Plan. 
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After an initial exploration of the area, two route options were investigated in detail, 343 and 375 

metres in length. Routing and tread surfacing recommendations are consistent with a T1 track 

classification. The locations of the routes are shown in Appendix 2, map 1. 

Description and rationale for chosen route 

Apart from the environmental considerations noted above, route choices were also influenced by a 

desirability for the take-off point from the existing track to be out of sight of Dixons Kingdom hut and 

the open area nearby and sufficiently far back towards Damascus Gate to reduce the likelihood of 

shortcutting and minimise ongoing use of the superfluous (and, it is presumed, ultimately closed) 

section of the existing track. This superfluous track section is still only about 200 metres long though. 

Either of the two route options inspected are suitable but the western one is preferred, despite greater 

gradients (although still manageable), due to better recreational amenity. Starting further from Dixons 

Kingdom hut, once constructed this route would result in a more open track network and so perhaps 

reduce the likelihood of significant continued use of the superfluous section of the existing track 

(compared to the eastern option). 

The route follows open grassy or stony leads where 

practical, maintaining as consistent a directional 

trend as possible and minimising twists and turns 

that may facilitate shortcutting. The northern section 

inevitably traverses Pencil pine forest but the route is 

generally clear of individual trees and follows pads in 

places. The route in this section has also been chosen 

with a mind to losing altitude consistently and so 

avoiding steeper slopes later. The southern section 

traverses more open and level terrain but the 

orientation of leads limits practical options. 
Photo 7. Grassy lead in Pencil pine rainforest, utilised 
for route selection where possible. 

Andrew North, in his natural values survey for this project, has noted that the western option “strays a 
bit close to sphagnum” towards its southern end and he has suggested a substantially different 
alternative which utilise the northern part of the proposed western route and the southern part of the 

eastern option (see Appendix 2, map 1b). The proximity of sphagnum to part of the western option was 

recognised during the track survey but the route still chosen because it seemed simpler and logical, and 

potential impacts were considered manageable by utilising elevated hardening beyond the periphery of 

the sphagnum area. Resolution of these alternatives, perhaps with an inspection to check local 

gradients, will be necessary at the final design or RAA stage. 

North also noted two state-listed threatened herbs in the Pencil pines close to the vicinity of the 

western track option. He noted these are likely to be easily avoidable but would necessitate micro-

siting of the track at the time of construction to avoid disturbing these species. 

Recommended surfacing or construction techniques 

Recommended tread surfacing or construction techniques are listed, for track segments defined by GPS 

waypoints, in Appendix 2 (tables A1.1 and A1.2). Further guidelines for track surfacing or construction 

techniques are given in a following section. 

The track should be more or less extensively or completely hardened, in keeping with its T1 

classification and environmental protection considerations. While some sections are quite naturally 

robust and resilient, surfacing to clearly define the route and for a consistent walker experience all the 

way to the new campsite should be considered. 
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Ideally, track works throughout should aim to replicate the excellent stonework on the existing 

Damascus Gate to Dixons Kingdom track, both because it is a fine example of the technique and also for 

consistency on what will be a continuous track. Up to292 metres of paving is recommended. It is 

unknown if sufficient local rock is available for this (see “track construction guidelines”, below) and 
other any track sections where its use is recommended. 

Slightly elevated fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) decking is required for 30 metres or so adjacent to the 

aforementioned sphagnum area but the use of such techniques should be restricted to areas where an 

elevated tread over sensitive or wet areas is necessary. This will also be necessary to provide access 

from the new campsite to the tarn for water collection. 

Some 46-99 metres of the recommended track route may be sufficiently resilient to maintain an 

unimproved surface and require only route delineation. 

Route from the proposed new campsite location to Dixons Kingdom hut 

The PWS track classification (Appendix 1) of the existing track to the area currently used for camping at 

Dixons Kingdom, and the termination of the main access track for the Walls of Jerusalem itself, is T1. It 

is logical that this new access track, which will essentially replace the final section of this existing track, 

be similarly classified, and this is consistent with recommendations in the Recreation Zone Plan. 

The location of both ends of this track are fixed and, given the nature of the intervening terrain and 

vegetation, only one preferred option presents itself, 425 meters in length. Routing and tread surfacing 

recommendations are consistent with a T1 track classification. The location of the route is shown in 

Appendix 2, map 2. 

Description and rationale for chosen route 

As noted above, practical route choices are extremely limited. The general aim was to avoid traversing 

either sphagnum peatland or Pencil pine forest. As elsewhere, existing trampled pads were utilised 

where they were spatially convenient. 

A number of existing trampled pads extend south from the vicinity of Dixons Kingdom hut. It is 

proposed to initially utilise the western-most one to avoid the need to traverse a large sphagnum area 

later. 

This chosen route does have issues in the first 200 metres or so, threading a narrow and sometimes ill-

defined corridor between the drip zone of the Pencil pine forest edge and an extensive wet Richea-

sphagum peatland, but is the best option. The route also necessarily traverses some sensitive 

vegetation but it is already well-trampled in the relevant area. There is one unavoidable drainage line 

(with sphagnum) to cross. Other grassy pads have been utilised where possible further southwest, 

sidling (and so minimising gradients) towards the new camp location. 

Recommended surfacing or construction techniques 

Recommended tread surfacing or construction techniques are listed, for track segments defined by GPS 

waypoints, in Appendix 2, table A2. Further guidelines for track surfacing or construction techniques is 

given in a following section. 

The track should be extensively hardened, in keeping with its T1 classification and environmental 

protection considerations. While some southern sections are naturally robust and resilient, surfacing to 

clearly define the route and for a consistent walker experience all the way to the new campsite should 

be considered. 

Extensive treated pine planking exists on the nearby track to Mt Jerusalem. This achieves its aim but is 

hardly visually benign. An elevated tread is necessary on some sections of this route due to the 
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sensitive nature of the local vegetation but should be as low to ground as possible, and FRP decking is 

preferred (see “track construction guidelines”, below). 

Photo 8 (left). In places, the proposed route necessarily threads a narrow corridor between the drip zone of the 

Pencil pine forest edge and Richea-sphagum peatland. Micro-siting of support posts will be required to avoid root 

damage. 

Photo 9 (right). An existing trampled grassy pad exists over many parts of the proposed route but will still require 
hardening in wetter areas (as here) and to clearly define this preferred route on which intensive traffic is 

envisaged. 

The northern section of the proposed new track route requires continuous hardening due to the wet 

and/or sensitive nature of the terrain and to avoid trampling the root zone of forest-edge Pencil pines. 

This requires an elevated tread and at least 190 metres of slightly elevated FRP decking is 

recommended. This track hardening skirts around the dripline of Pencil pines and the infrastructure 

itself could impact on them as it is necessarily very close. Care and micro-siting of support posts is 

required during construction to avoid direct impacts on the Pencil pines. 

The southern section of the proposed new track route mostly follows a discontinuous grassy pad, stony 

in places. Where it has a notable gradient, stepped FRP decking (continuing from the above), or rock 

paving, is recommended for long-term resilience under intensive use. Some rock paving is also 

recommended on the approach to the new campsite, and minor vegetation clearing and rearrangement 

of some in situ rocks is recommended elsewhere, in order to clearly define the preferred walking route. 

The northernmost 60 metres of the proposed route, from near Dixons Kingdom hut, is resilient and 

grassy and may not require hardening but, if not, clear route delineation will be required to channel all 

walkers to the above. 

When construction of this new track (and the others described herein) is competed, all pads to the east 

starting near Dixons Kingdom hut should be clearly closed and all traffic encouraged to use the new 

track. 

Routes from the proposed new campsite location to Lake Ball 

Under the prescriptions of the Recreation Zone Plan, this track will form part of a consistently-classed 

circuit with a PWS track classification (Appendix 1) of T2. While the location of both ends of this track 

are fixed their separation distance and the varied terrain and existing pads provide a number of route 

options. The chosen route is 1,690 metres in length. Routing and tread surfacing recommendations are 

consistent with a T2 track classification. The location of the route is shown in Appendix 2, map 3. 

As noted previously, resolving the issues of track proliferation and inconsistent classification in Jaffa 

Vale have been a long standing concern, long pre-dating the Recreation Zone Plan. 

The proposed track route links with the existing track above the northern shore of Lake Ball, currently 

classified T3 and rough in places. While the Recreation Zone Plan (p. 29) recommends reclassifying this 
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track as T2 and undertaking appropriate works to ensure compliance, such works are not scheduled as 

part of this project. There is a need to ensure consistency in standards if the envisaged walking 

experience is to be promoted. 

Description and rationale for chosen route 

The easternmost of several continuous existing tracks/pads in southern Jaffa Vale connects with a 

similar continuous trampled corridor across the open moorland north of Lake Ball. In some places this is 

the most impacted existing track in Jaffa Vale, with extensive bare soil and some erosion. This route 

forms part of the mapped T4 ‘track’ in the PWS tracks GIS layer and database. Nevertheless, extensive 

poorly-drained terrain at its northern end and on the Lake Ball moorland render it inappropriate as a 

long term route for this project. However, it must be acknowledged that the few walkers accessing or 

leaving Jaffa Vale to the Pine River valley will likely continue to utilise or stumble upon this track. 

The continuation of the above is an existing well-trampled pad/track traversing the entire width of 

moorland north of Lake Ball. This is poorly drained in many places and would require extensive 

hardening for more intensive use. In selecting the proposed new track route, it was an aim to avoid as 

much of this wetter area as possible by maximising use of stony-grassy areas above the northern fringe 

of the moorland. 

An open-topped moraine knoll immediately east of the tarn near the new campsite provides the best 

view in the area and hence a route over said knoll would maximise the scenic amenity of the new track. 

Furthermore, it is considered likely that the knoll will provide a significant attraction for walkers 

ambling from the nearby new campsite. Hence a through track over the knoll it is the most efficient and 

least impacting route overall from the point of view of track construction. 

Andrew North, in his natural values survey for this project, has noted the northern slopes of the knoll 

are dominated by Creeping pine (Microcachrys tetragona) and ideally should be avoided (while 

Creeping pine has no threatened status, the species is vulnerable to trampling and, given the 

significance of the area for conserving Tasmanian alpine conifers, North sees it as a species of 

significance). He notes the potential for a track route a little further east of the knoll but this would 

traverse much more Pencil pine forest than the chosen option (with more hardening probably required) 

and there remains the potential likely use of the knoll and trampling by campers noted above anyway. 

Prior to settling on the route southwards via the knoll, a still further eastern route was also 

investigated, descending to the floor of Jaffa Vale more directly from the new campsite and trending 

south to the east an area of Pencil pine forest (see Figure 4). This route has more extensive issues with 

wet or sphagnum areas than the chosen one, and there was the additional argument (above) for 

incorporating the viewing knoll in any through route in any case. 

Further western options were also briefly investigated but traversed greater wet ground, sensitive 

and/or steeper terrain. 

The choice of preferred route has taken note of the above considerations, and a general desire to utilise 

existing pads or tracks where they were spatially convenient. The chosen route crosses the Richea-

sphagnum drainage line south of the new campsite at its narrowest point and then traverses the crest 

of the moraine knoll east of the tarn. It follows stony open leads southeast beyond, down to another 

narrow sphagnum drainage line, then takes a direct (ie the shortest) route through grassy Pencil pine 

woodland to reach a resilient low grassy spur. Another unavoidable drainage line must then be crossed 

directly. The southern half of the proposed route follows part of the extensive network of well-

trampled pads/tracks in the area (many more exist but in suboptimal locations; see Figure 1), initially on 

the best-drained western fringe of grassland and shrubland, and then through an area of Pencil pine 

forest. Further south, a section sidling a rocky/scrubby area is necessary for a short distance to link 

between existing rooty-stony tracks and the stony-shrubby-grassy fringe of the moorland north of Lake 
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Ball (this skirts above Pencil pine forest, sidles a rocky slope, then passes through a rocky and grassy 

area with fire-killed trees). Another unavoidable drainage line (mostly grassy) must be crossed before 

the route trends southwest out to join the existing ‘track’ towards the western side of the Lake Ball 

moorland. There is a final unavoidable Richea-sphagnum section on this track, but the route is already 

well-trampled here. 

In addition to the aforementioned issue with Creeping pine shrubs on the initial moraine knoll (the 

track should go around not over such shrubs), Andrew North has also noted one or two Podoarpus 

lawrencii and a couple of active wombat dens which should be avoided near the chosen taped route. 

Hence some minor route alignment tweaking will be necessary at some point. 

Photos 10 (left above). A well-established trampled pad/track exists on parts of the proposed route and has been 

utilised where spatially convenient. In many cases this appears resilient and will just require route definition &/or 
marking. 

Photo 11 (right above). A clear trampled and often-robust route exists through some Pencil pine forest areas and 

has also been utilised where convenient, as above. 

Photos 12 (left above). Where possible, the proposed route immediately north of Lk Ball utilises resilient stony-

shrubby-grassy terrain, away from the adjacent poorly-drained peatland. 

Photo 13 (right above). An established trampled corridor exists through several peatland areas near Lk Ball. These 

have been utilised where convenient but will require hardening for long-term resilience. 
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Photos 14 (left above). The proposed route crosses an unavoidable drainage line (with grasses, sphagnum and 

Coral fern). This and similar soft or wet areas require continuous FRP decking. 

Photo 15 (right above). Some well-trafficked grassland areas still display only a narrow pad with minimal soil 
exposure. It is envisaged such resilient terrain will merely require clear route marking (although ongoing 

monitoring and reactive management would be prudent). 

Recommended surfacing or construction techniques 

Recommended tread surfacing or construction techniques are listed, for track segments defined by GPS 

waypoints, in Appendix 2, table A3. Further guidelines for track surfacing or construction techniques is 

given in a following section. 

Given the track’s T2 classification and the presence of extensive sections of resilient terrain, there 

should be no need for continuous hardening. The following section contains guidelines for the various 

tread surfacing or construction techniques proposed. 

Rock paving is most appropriate in some areas, mostly to harden and protect exposed Pencil pine roots 

in forest areas. It is also the best technique for traversing the moraine knoll immediately south of the 

new campsite (while avoiding Creeping pine shrubs). In this latter case, in situ rocks should not be 

disturbed so stone will need to be imported (as elsewhere also; see “track construction guidelines”, 
below). 

Stone work may also be all that is necessary at the two rocky creek crossings, although the terrain at 

one may dictate a bridge or elevated boardwalk. 

An elevated tread is necessary on some sections of this route, notably the crossing of several 

unavoidable vegetated drainage lines and Richea-sphagnum areas, due to the trampling-sensitive 

nature of the local vegetation, but should be as low to ground as possible. Self-supporting FRP decking 

is the preferred technique and this can generally be relatively narrow on this T2 track (see comments re 

use of pine planking for Dixons Kingdom track, above, and in guidelines, below) and should be dark 

toned or some other colour that blends with the landscape. 

Boadwalk (rather than planking, but still FRP-decked) is preferred when crossing the drainage line 

immediately south of the new campsite as this site is effectively within the intensive use campsite 

precinct. 

Minor vegetation clearing and rearrangement of some in situ rocks is recommended in a couple of 

sections in order to clearly define the preferred walking route. 
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TRACK CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES 

The choice of track construction or surfacing technique and materials depends on a range of factors 

including the recreational amenity of the area, prescriptive track classification, local environmental 

conditions, the availability of local materials such as rock and stone, the type of existing track 

infrastructure (if any), aesthetics including potential visual impacts, the likely durability of materials, 

and of course projected costs. 

Tracks with T1 or T2 (or lower) classification can have a wide range of tread surfaces. The PWS Track 

Classification Scheme (Appendix 1) prescribes minimum and maximum widths for tracks of particular 

classes; for the tracks proposed in this report, 500-750mm is an adequate width in most instances 

except within the campsite precinct where 1000mm is appropriate to allow walkers to pass each other. 

Table 1 summarises the total lengths of the various tread or construction techniques proposed for the 

almost 2.5 kilometres of track routes surveyed in this study. 

Table 1. Summary of proposed lengths of various tread surfacing techniques 

Tread surfacing technique Total length (metres) 

Natural (unimproved surface) 855 

Natural + some veg clearing 214 

Natural + intermittent waterbars 127 

Rock paving 173 

Rock paving preferred but FRP alternative 309 

FRP (relatively narrow decking preferred) 565 

Boardwalk (FRP deck preferred) 23 

Veg clearing & rock rearrangement, 
otherwise natural 

162 

TOTAL 2428 

It is envisaged that a natural (unimproved) tread surface would be sufficiently resilient on more than 

half of the recommended routes (1358 metres), although some clearing of local vegetation and/or 

surface modification like rearrangement of on-site rocks or boulders will be necessary over 376 metres 

to clearly define an attractive route. Waterbars to control drainage will be required on at least an 

additional 127 metres. 

While rock paving is the technique of choice in many areas for experiential and maintenance reasons 

and where some ground disturbance is considered benign, it is recognised that this may not be practical 

due lack of ready availability of materials, at least at a reasonable cost, or for other reasons. The best 

alternative in such circumstances is FRP (see below) but too extensive use will impact on the apparent 

naturalness of the site. 

In the past “planking” has been the technique generally proposed for areas where the ground surface is 

wet, environmentally or trampling-sensitive, or particularly uneven. The technique aims to span the 

surface with minimal direct impact on the ground beneath but should nevertheless be constructed as 
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low as possible to reduce visibility and user safety issues. 

Herein, a narrow, near-ground level and partly self-supporting 

fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) decking technique similar to that 

used on the Overland Track in recent years (e.g. Mt Ossa Track; 

see photo at right) is proposed for at least 565 metres (and 

possibly several hundred more depending on the scope of rock 

paving utilised). The lack of bearers (hence “self-supporting”) 
makes the technique more visually minimalist, able to be 

constructed lower to the ground, and is probably cheaper. 

Overland Track workers, where the technique has been used 

for some years, could advise on appropriate spans between 

support posts. 

Such FRP decking is less visually intrusive than traditional pine (such as used on parts of the existing 

Walls of Jerusalem track network), its open structure reduces impact on underlying vegetation, and it is 

likely to have lower long-term maintenance costs. FRP decking is also appropriate for boardwalks within 

and near the campsite precinct. While the use of treated pine in highland areas should be eliminated as 

much as possible, its use for steps, water bars etc may be necessary in some areas, for practical 

reasons, but should be restricted to low visibility areas as much as possible. 

Ideally, a significant proportion of the proposed work (at least 173 metres, but up to 482 metres) would 

consist of hardening track surfaces by rock paving (or maybe localised pitching). This technique has 

been extensively used on the existing main access track from Damascus Gate to Dixons Kingdom (see 

Photo 2). Its aesthetic and low maintenance advantages are readily apparent there. Furthermore, given 

the extent of this technique on existing tracks, the use of rock paving where possible on the new 

proposed tracks would enhance a consistency of style for tracks in the area. 

Providing usable rock is in plentiful supply, the cost of rock construction can be competitive with other 

techniques when averaged over the expected lifetime of the structure. The availability of rock locally 

was not assessed as part of this project. Past observation suggest that usable rock may exist on the 

northern slopes of The Temple and perhaps the West Wall plateau, for example. The environmental 

impact of sourcing such rock also requires investigation. If rock is imported from outside it is important 

its character matches the dolerite bedrock of the project area, and the more rigorous hygiene 

considerations must apply. 

Experience elsewhere in the TWWHA suggests that transporting rock by helicopter from good supply 

sites is more efficient than foraging for rock in the immediate vicinity of track construction sites, since it 

saves dramatically on labour time, provides a better supply of materials, and potentially results in less 

environmental impact. It also results in a better finish. In some locations it may be practical to move 

rock over short distances using other forms of transportation such as flying foxes, winches or slipways. 

The following guidelines aim to minimise environmental damage associated with rock collection, and 

facilitate rehabilitation of any collection sites: 

 In some alpine areas periglacial activity has created subtle surface patterns (eg stone polygons, 

sorted stone steps). In fjaeldmark areas rocks often provide protection for prostrate vegetation 

and the accumulation of soil material. These and other significant earth and botanical features 

must be avoided, both as sources of materials and as track routes. 

 Avoid prominent rock outcrops (eg cliffs, tors), where disfigurement or the exposure of ‘bright’ 
unweathered surfaces might occur. 
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 Attempt to collect rock over a reasonably broad area rather than concentrating on small sites. 

Don’t create borrow pits or large depressions, which are unsightly and can be difficult to 

naturally rehabilitate. 

 Keep disturbance of soil and vegetation to a minimum. If more than (say) 0.25m2 of soil is 

exposed or disturbed coconut matting, wool matting or similar material should be pinned over 

the bare ground. 

 Attempt to collect material from relatively protected locations (to avoid wind erosion) and from 

flatter ground (to avoid water-induced erosion). 

 Phytophthora cinnamomi hygiene provisions indicate that rock should preferably be sourced 

only from within catchments. 

If the 200 metre section of the existing Damascus Gate to Dixons Kingdom Track rendered superfluous 

by the new tracks proposed herein is effectively closed then some paving rock could be harvested from 

there. 

As a final note, the following track construction guidelines from the draft Overland Track Recreation 

Zone Plan (2006) also seem appropriate for the Walls of Jerusalem. The existing and proposed track 

works are broadly consistent with this. 

 Adopt a design guide for track construction that establishes the highest natural character by 
maximising the use of natural and on-site materials and organic shapes and minimising the use 
of straight lines and synthetic materials (consistent with environmental protection). 

 As a long term objective, construct as much of the track as possible from local stone/gravel 
(recognising the high costs but also long durability of these techniques, as well as the fact that 
stone is not an effective material for all environments, e.g. on moorland). 

SIGNAGE and EDUCATION 

Once construction of the proposed new tracks and associated campsite is complete, signage and other 

directional infrastructure will be required to inform and promote the changed recreational 

arrangements. It is important that this is done well given the changes comprise part of a wider strategy 

for managing the area articulated by the 2013 Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan. 

Information signage at the relevant sites will be required to ensure: 

 Existing pads or tracks heading directly down Jaffa vale from the vicinity of Dixons Kingdom hut 

are clearly closed and use discouraged. 

 Off-track walking in the vicinity of the new campsite is discouraged, especially in near the small 

tarn (and particularly its western side which is likely to seem very attractive from any hardened 

water-access track). 

 If the superfluous section of the existing Damascus Gate to Dixons Kingdom track is closed, 

formal track closed signage may be required at either end, at least until some rehabilitation 

occurs and historical memory fades. 

Directional destination signs will be required at all track junctions as follows. Signs should be obvious 

but relatively small and minimalist. 

 The junction of the existing track from Damascus Gate to Dixons Kingdom (which may 

eventually not be a junction but a sharp bend in the track if the continuing segment of the 

existing track is closed) and the new campsite access track requires a directional sign indicating 
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the new campsite, Lks Ball and Adelaide, Dixons Kingdom hut, Mt Jerusalem and road/carpark 

(in the opposite direction) as destinations. 

 The new campsite will require directional signs indicating the onward tracks to Lks Ball and 

Adelaide, Dixons Kingdom hut, Mt Jerusalem and back to the road/carpark. 

 Signs indicating the onward track to Mt Jerusalem, and back to the new campsite, Lks Ball and 

Adelaide, and the road/carpark are desirable in the vicinity of Dixons Kingdom hut. 

Track markers (standard orange plastic triangles in forest, poles in open areas) are desirable but only 

where the track is not otherwise obviously defined by constructed tread, to fully encourage use of 

preferred routes. 

Educational messages to support the management and route changes are highly desirable on site, in 

the trailhead registration booth and (crucially) in pre-visit information sources (PWS website, 

guidebooks, etc). This material should include the points below: 

 Changed camp and track routing arrangements. 

 Preferred or designated camping areas and, concomitantly, areas where camping is 

discouraged or banned (eg Central Walls area, as per the Recreation Zone Plan) 

 Promotion of the circuit route via Lakes Ball and Adelaide, but preferably not until camping and 

toilet facilities at Lake Adelaide and an upgrade of the T3 section of the Lake Ball track are also 

completed (as per the Recreation Zone Plan). 

 FSOA and campfire use (ban) 

However, the Recreation Zone Plan (p. 32-33) envisages a much more comprehensive and wide-ranging 

education strategy which should ideally be implemented at the same time. This would include long-

overdue re-promotion of wider Minimal Impact and Leave No Trace messages and, in particular, the 

area’s Fuel Stove Only Area status and why. Effective no fire education and policing has been much 

delayed (15 years!) in the Walls of Jerusalem and there are and have been many examples of its lack 

(including 3 new fire sites in Pencil pines noted during fieldwork for this report). 
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Appendix 1: Management context 

Management Planning 

The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area Management Plan (DPIPWE 2016) specifies a system of 
zoning that describes the levels of development and management input that are appropriate in 
different parts of the WHA. The relevant part of the Walls of Jerusalem National Park lies within an area 
classed as a Recreation Zone. The aims this zone are detailed on page 62 of the management plan. 

The TWWHA Management Plan (p. 130) notes the existence of a previously-drafted (2013) Recreation 
Zone Plan for this area and that such “non-statutory plans … provide guidance for the management of 
more intense usage in particular areas.” 

The plan lists many design principles for the recreation zone, including: 

 Infrastructure, including track construction, will be limited to the minimum required to provide 
for the low impact and safe passage of projected walker numbers. 

 Track construction techniques will strive to maximise the use of natural and local materials 
(wood and stone), minimise the use of synthetic and off-site materials, blend with the 
immediate environment; and to achieve a rustic and organic ‘feel’ to the track. 

The 2013 Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan states the following Key Desired Outcomes for 

walking tracks in the area (p. 29): 

 Condition of all walking tracks and routes stable, with condition and use consistent with 

relevant track class prescriptions. 

 No unplanned expansion of the walking track network. 

The plan then prescribes the following Management Strategies for achieving this: 

 Identify the most appropriate location for a long-term robust route between Dixons Kingdom 

and Lake Ball and formalise this as the track to use, establishing it as a formal track with 

hardening as necessary. 

 Update maps and other publications to show the new Dixons Kingdom to Lake Ball route as a 

formal track. 

 Close and discourage use of all other routes between Dixons Kingdom and Lake Ball to facilitate 

natural rehabilitation. 

 Reclassify this new track, its existing continuation north of Lake Ball to Lake Adelaide, and the 

Junction Lake Track north from Lake Adelaide past Lake Loane, as a T2 track. This will establish a 

consistently-classified, T2 circuit from Dixons Kingdom back to near Trappers Hut. 

 Where necessary, undertake rerouting or track surfacing works to stabilise or bring this entire 

southern circuit up to an appropriate standard for its T2 classification. 

 Manage impacts on other existing walking tracks by undertaking local stabilisation or hardening 

works as necessary. 

 Track construction techniques and design will aim to maximise the use of natural and on-site 

materials and organic shapes, and minimise the use of straight lines and synthetic materials 

(consistent with environmental protection), in order to enhance the natural character as much 

as possible. Works will be consistent with the prescriptions of the relevant track class (see 

below) and the Walking Track Management Manual (PWS 2003). 
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 Review track marking (including snow poles) and signage throughout the Recreation Zone and 

ensure consistency with track class and visitor risk issues. 

 Continue to promote the ‘fan out’ approach when undertaking off-track walking and the need 

to comply with maximum party sizes as recommended in the Track Classification system (PWS 

2011). 

 Review the Reserves Standards Framework zoning for track corridors once the above upgrades 

have been implemented and modify as appropriate (see Appendix 2). 

 Continue track monitoring program for unimproved tracks. 

The Recreation Zone Plan also include the following prescriptions for camping in the Dixons Kingdom 

area which are relevant to the rationale for some of the above and the purpose of this report: 

 Develop a site design that separately caters for both group and non-group camping. The 

camping area is to be of sufficient capacity to meet current and future demands consistent with 

environmental considerations for the site. 

 Any new infrastructure is to be located outside the hut view field. The likely location of this 

camping area is a sheltered site within a short walk of Dixons Kingdom Hut. 

 Subsequent to the development of infrastructure at Dixons Kingdom, prohibit camping in the 

vicinity of Dixons Kingdom Hut and discourage camping in the pencil pine forest generally, 

except on hardened sites. 

Track classification scheme 

The Parks and Wildlife Service employs a track classification scheme (Policy # 036, v4, 15th Dec. 2014) to 
prescribe appropriate track conditions and levels of management input. Table A1 contains a table that 
displays slightly abridged versions of this scheme. Tracks described herein are to be constructed or 
upgraded to either T1 or T2 standard, as noted elsewhere in this report. 

Table A1. Summary of selected elements of the Parks and Wildlife Service track classification scheme 
(Policy 036, v4, 2014) 

T1 T2 

Overview 

Width 

Surface & drainage 

Gradient 

Infra-structure 

Bushwalking track, may be extensively 
hardened 

Rough bushwalking track, limited surfacing 

>500 mm, generally >750 mm. <1.2m. Width 
variable. 

>500 mm but short sections < 500 mm 
acceptable. Max 1m. 

“Boot” standard. May be rocky and uneven 
in places. Some mud and water acceptable. 
Extensive hardening acceptable. 

“Wet boot” standard. Stabilisation & 
drainage mainly for environmental purposes 
but some concessions to user comfort. May 
be rough over extended sections. Mud up to 
200 mm deep acceptable in places. 

Mostly < 15° but may be steeper in places. Mostly < 20° but may be steeper in places. 

Bridges over all major creeks and rivers. 
Stepping-stones acceptable; fords 
acceptable where water generally less than 
100 mm deep. 

Bridges over major creeks and rivers not 
normally safely fordable <500 mm deep. 
Bridges OK to minimise erosion. Log 
crossings, cable bridges, flying foxes & swing 
bridges acceptable. Some fords may be 
flood-prone. 
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T1 T2 

Campsites 

Track markers 

Signs 

Max party size 

Publicity 

Route guides 

Guided tours 

At major camping nodes, sites for up to 25 Up to 12 tents, preferably dispersed in 
tents preferably dispersed in groups of up to groups of up to four tents. 
five tents. Toilets to be provided at sites of more than 
Enclosed toilets to be provided at sites of 10 tents, or where necessary for 
more than 10 tents, or where necessary for environmental or health purposes. 
environmental or health purposes. 

Where necessary to ensure that direction is 
obvious except under extreme conditions. 

Where necessary to ensure that direction is 
obvious except under extreme conditions. 

Directional signposts at start of track and Directional signposts at start of track and 
junctions with tracks of grade T3 or higher. junctions with tracks of grade T3 or higher. 
Other signs OK for management and safety Other signs OK for management and safety 
purposes. purposes. 

Recommended max 13; may be increased to 
a maximum of 17 for specific tracks upon 
investigation and assessment. 

While recognising circumstances for group 
sizes up to 13 persons, for environmental 
and crowding reasons, party sizes of 6 or 
fewer will be encouraged. 

Recommended max 13; may be increased to 
a maximum of 17 for specific tracks upon 
investigation and assessment. 

While recognising circumstances for group 
sizes up to 13 persons, for environmental 
and crowding reasons, party sizes of 6 or 
fewer will be encouraged. 

No restrictions - may be included in maps, 
tourist brochures etc. 

Generally no restrictions, but may be 
discouraged. 

Acceptable but consultation encouraged. Acceptable but consultation encouraged. 

Permitted but licences required and 
numbers of trips may be restricted. 

Permitted but licences required and 
numbers of trips may be restricted. 

The Reserves Standards Framework 

The Reserves Standards Framework (RSF) is a strategic planning mechanism developed by the Parks and 
Wildlife Service to define and maintain acceptable levels of public risk and to establish standards for the 
provision and maintenance of services and facilities throughout the park system (PWS 2008). The RSF 
recognises that there is an unavoidable element of risk in all forms of outdoor recreation, and aims to 
manage risk primarily by matching visitors’ skills and abilities with the level of risk involved in a particular 
activity and location. 

The RSF is defined by a system of zoning different to the overarching zoning scheme in the TWWHA 
management plan. The main difference is that whereas the Plan zones cover wide areas, the RSF zones 
apply only to developed sites (such as walking tracks, huts and campsites) and their immediate 
surroundings. In the case of walking tracks, the RSF zone extends just 10m to either side of the centre of 
the track. 

The Walls of Jerusalem Recreation Zone Plan (p. 43-44) notes the aspirational RSF zones that should apply 
to areas that are the subject of this report, after new or realigned track and campsite construction and 
associated management measures have been implemented. These are: 

 (New) Dixons Kingdom camping area – Bushcamping Backcountry (complex) 

 Main Access track to above– Bushcamping Backcountry (mid) 

 Dixons Kingdom to Lake Ball track – Bushcamping Backcountry (mid) 
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The major policy guidelines associated with these categories and relevant to walking tracks and 
associated infrastructure are summarised in Table A2, below. 

Table A2. Aspirational RSF categories in the study area 

Bushcamping Backcountry (complex) Bushcamping Backcountry (mid) 
Disabled 

access 

Amenities 

Walking 
tracks class 

Directional 
signs 

Interpretation 
signs 

Huts & 
shelters 

Built 
structures 

Toilets 

Staff patrol & 
inspections 

Hazard rating 

None None 

Basic accommodation huts, toilets, 
designated campsites, track hardening 

acceptable. 
Serviced as required for health & safety 

purposes 

For environmental protection only (eg. 
camping platforms, limited track hardening) 

T1 – T2 
(AS2156 class 3) 

T2 – T3 
(AS2156 class 

3 – 4) 

Limited, at major track junctions 
None – Limited 

(strictly for management & environmental 
purposes) 

None – Limited 
(for environmental education, within 

structures) 
None or Limited 

None – Provided at major camping nodes None - Basic 

Minimal – Complex, (may include extensive 
track hardening, camping platforms, etc) 

Minimal – Complex, (may include limited 
track hardening.) 

Yes, unlined building None – Simple structure 

Programmed. Infrequent – Programmed 

Moderate - Substantial Moderate - Substantial 
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Appendix 2: Maps and construction details of proposed track routes 

The routes of the various proposed tracks have been divided into segments using GPS waypoints 

(WP).The location of these is shown on the accompanying maps. Each segment corresponds to a 

particular recommended tread surfacing or construction technique. 

Maps show the location of the various track routes recommended in this report and the associated 

waypoints. The proposed route has also overlain on aerial photography to better illustrate the 

relationship to vegetation. Base map data is from TheList (© State of Tasmania). 

Digital (gpx) files of all spatial data has been provided separately to the Parks and Wildlife Service field 

centre. 
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Main access to new camp - tread surfacing techniques and maps 

Table A1.1 Main access to proposed camp (west) tread surfacing techniques 

WP 
from 

WP 
to 

Length 
(m) 

Technique Comment 

98 99 18 Rock paving Sidling stony - grassy pad, needs route definition 

97 98 42 Rock paving OR FRP4,5 Grassy leads & light pad, ascending 

96 97 78 Rock paving OR FRP Grassy leads, ascending 

95 96 39 Rock paving OR FRP Stony, rooty, grassy sidle 

94 95 26 Rock paving with steps 
Grassy intermittent pad, ascending, steps 
required 

93 94 43 Rock paving OR FRP 
Exposed mineral soil, some Pencil pine roots, 
ascending, needs route definition6 

92 93 30 FRP Along edge of grassy drainage line 

91 92 53 Natural 
Grassy, intermittent light pad, robust but needs 
definition 

67 91 46 Natural Needs clear route definition so maybe rock pave 

Total 375m 

The above is the preferred option for this route, for the reasons stated in the main body of his report, 

but the option below is a viable alternative. 

Table A1.2 Main access to proposed camp (east) tread surfacing techniques 

WP 
from 

WP 
to 

Length 
(m) 

Technique Comment 

81 82 58 Rock paving OR FRP Grassy, mossy, wet 

80 81 12 Rock paving OR FRP Grassy, no pad, ascending 

79 80 19 Rock paving OR FRP Grassy sidle, light pad, some roots 

78 79 31 Rock paving OR FRP Grassy sidle, no pad, some roots 

77 78 17 Minor local stonework Stony, rearrange local rocks 

76 77 44 Rock paving OR FRP 
Grassy, mostly pad-free, some Pencil pine roots; 
extensive paving preferred 

68 76 81 
Natural, veg clearing OR 

rock paving 
Stony light pad in places, shrubby in places so 
will need route definition 

67 68 81 Natural Needs clear route definition so maybe rock pave 

Total 343m 

4 FRP = fibre-reinforced plastic decking (see main text, p. 15). This should preferably be dark toned or some colour 

that blends with the landscape. 

5 Where “Rock paving OR FRP” is proposed this means that rock paving is considered the ideal technique but it is 

acknowledged that FRP may be preferred or necessary for cost or other reasons. 

6 In cases like this rock paving (or any surfacing) may not need to be continuous as the tread is fairly robust and the 

rationale for some surfacing is to define the route. 
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Map 1a & b. Track routes from Damascus Gate - Dixons Kingdom track to new camp 
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Track from new camp to Dixons Kingdom hut - tread surfacing techniques and maps 

Table A2. Proposed new camp to Dixons Kingdom hut tread surfacing techniques 

WP 
from 

WP 
to 

Length 
(m) 

Technique Comment 

89 90 47 
Rock paving (intermittent) & 

route marking 

Grassy & stony, appears robust, no 
consistent pad so need to clearly define as 
is main exit from campsite 

88 89 110 
Veg clearing & minor rock 

rearrangment 
Sidling grassy pad, stony in places, minor 
Pencil pine roots 

87 88 17 Rock paving OR stepped FRP 
Grassy pad, some Pencil pine roots 
exposed, ascending 

86 87 68 FRP 
Grassy pad but wet-prone, crosses 
valley/drainage line 

85 86 28 FRP 
Grassy pad now, but for consistency and 
high envisaged use, planking 

84 85 94 FRP Low ground level planking 

83 84 59 Natural Grassy pad 

Total 423 
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Maps 2a & b. Proposed track route from new camp to Dixons Kingdom hut 
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Track from new camp to Lake Ball - tread surfacing techniques and maps 

Table A3. Proposed new camp to Lake Ball tread surfacing techniques 

WP 
from 

WP 
to 

Length 
(m) 

Technique Comment 

65 66 24 FRP 
Or some other full surfacing consistent with 
campsite precinct 

64 65 23 Boardwalk (FRP deck) 
Crosses Richea-sphagnum drainage line, 
boardwalk (rather than narrower decking) 
preferred because of campsite precinct. 

63 64 72 Rock paving OR FRP7 

Stony and resilient but some Creeping pine, best 
to define route clearly and so encourage use of a 
single route, effectively part of campsite precinct 
(viewpoint) 

62 63 29 Natural But need to define route 

61 62 74 
Natural, some veg 

clearing 

Stony mineral soil with some roots, clear veg to 
define route and maybe install some markers, 
could consider localised stonework on steeper 
bits 

60 61 10 FRP Short section crossing sphagnum drainage line 

59 60 34 Natural Robust mineral soil - stony track 

58 59 43 FRP Soft grassy section through Pencil pine grove 

57 58 63 Natural Grassy pad, worn in places 

56 57 29 FRP Across Gleichenia etc dominated drainage line 

55 56 89 Natural 
Grassy or stony pad, need to define route in 
places 

54 55 17 
Natural with 

waterbars 
Mineral soil track, use local stone for waterbars 

53 54 20 Bridge 
Stony drainage line/creek, install low simple 
bridge or elevated planking 

52 53 73 Natural Stony track 

51 52 44 
Natural with 

waterbars 
Stony track, use local stone for waterbars 

50 51 64 FRP (stepped) 
Sloping grassy track, already well-worn and prone 
to waterflow 

49 50 27 Natural OR FRP 
Grassy pad, will need dranage eventually so 
maybe extend planking from section below 

48 49 72 Natural Stony - rooty forest track 

47 48 26 Natural 
Steeper boulder traverse, could rearrange some 
rocks for ease of passage 

46 47 58 Rock paving 
Rooty forest track, ascending, stone work 
required amongst exposed Pencil pine roots to 
protect 

45 46 18 Rock paving or FRP Rocky creek crossing 

44 45 31 Natural Sometimes rooty, forest track 

7 Rock paving is preferred because the route traverses an open knoll and will be very visible. It may not need to be 

continuous given the stony ground, but great care will be required to lay it correctly at this site. FRP is an 

alternative but, visual issues aside, the stony ground may present difficulties with its installation 
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WP 
from 

WP 
to 

Length 
(m) 

Technique Comment 

43 44 24 Natural, waterbars 
Rooty, stony track. Some waterbars to address 
waterflow issues? 

42 43 83 Natural Rooty, stony track 

41 42 42 
Natural, waterbars or 

stone steps 

Rocky-rooty ascent, existing track, consider 
watrebars &/or some stone steps to stabilise 
longer term 

40 41 52 
Veg clearing, 
stonework 

Stony - rocky, veg clearing and some localised 
stonework on steeper cross-slope 

38 40 45 Veg clearing 

Grassy - rocky, work required to define and ease 
route, eg minor veg cutting, cut or relocate fallen 
burnt trees, perhaps localised rockwork to define 
route 

37 38 70 FRP 
Mostly grassy but hummocky and with localised 
wet areas 

36 37 66 Veg clearing 
Stony - grassy, needs some tidying work to make 
attractive to use, eg relocating some local rocks 

35 36 32 Natural Grassy - stony pad 

34 35 53 FRP Wet area (Gleichenia-Restio) 

33 34 77 Natural Light grassy pad, needs marking 

32 33 34 Natural Worn grassy pad 

31 32 56 FRP Eroded existing track through Richea etc 

30 31 56 Natural Worn grassy pad 

Total 1630m 
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Maps 3a & b. Proposed track route from new camp to Lake Ball 
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